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C O N S T I T U E N C Y  I N A  S Y S T E M I C  D E S C R I P T I O N  

OF T H E  E N G L I S H  C L A U S E *  

R. A. H U D S O N  

INTRODUCTION 

Among current descriptions of the English clause (or simple 
sentence) we can distinguish two kinds, according to the amount and 
kind of structure which they assign to particular clauses. The first 
group segment the clause itself into a relatively small number of 
immediate constituents, but require a relatively large number of 
further segmentations before the ultimate constituents are reached, 
each segmentation yielding a further layer of struc'.ure. The second 
group of grammars segment the clause into a relatively large 
number of immediate constituents, each of which then requires a 
relatively small number of segmentations before the ultimate 
constituents are reached. For the purposes of this paper, I shall call 
the approach underlying the first kind of grammar the 'few-IC's' 
approach, and that underlying the second kind the 'many-IC's' 
approach. The few-IC's approach i~ represented notably in Wells 
(1947), but also in all transformational descriptions of the English 
clause, of wh~.ch I shall take that in Chomsky (1965:106 if) as 
representative 1). The many-IC's approach is represented notably 
by Longacre (1960); it also underlies the description of the English 
clause currently being developed in University College London,, on 

*) This is a revised ver,don of a paper presented to the Lingui,,~tics 
Association of Great Britain at  Not t ingham University on 30 March 1966. 
I am grateful to Professor M, A. K. Hall iday and Dr, R. D. Huddleston for 
their comments on earlier versions of this paper. This work was supported by 
a g'rant from the Office for Scientific and Technical Information. 

t) For Wells, segmentation is essentially binary, whereas this is not of 
co ar,~e a requirement of transformational-generative descriptions; however, 
the lat ter  segments in a way much closer to tha t  proposed by Wells than  to 
th,~t proposed by Longacre. 
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the basis of the 'systemic' model of grammar (cf. Halliday, 1%6; 
Huddleston, 1965). 

Of the fragments of English grammar given in this paper, 
illustrating the kinds of statement which can be made in a systemic 
grammar, some are still tentative. It  is to be hoped, however, that 
they will at least help Go clarify the argument, even if tkey can be 
shown to be inadequate descriptions of English. 

The difference between these two kinds of grammar can be seen 
clearly in the analyses they provide for a sample clause: 

(1) John has paid ten pounds for his ticket. 
A few-IC's analysis, following Chomsky (1965), would be 

NP Predicate phrase 

Aux 

John has . . .  d 

VP 

pat- ten pounds 

Prep. 
phrase 

I 
[or his ticket 

A comparable many--IC's analysis would be (TI'); it is com- 
parable with (T1)in that it indicates the category (=  'class' 
in the following discussion) but not the function of each IC: 

(TI') Clause 

Noun-phrase Verb-phrase Noun-phrase " 

John has paid ten pounds [or his ticket 

The aim of this paper is to point out some disadvantages of 
describing the English clause on the basis of a few-IC's approach, 
which do not ~rise if a many-IC's approach is used. provided this is 
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incorporated in a systemic grammar.  To summarise the argument ,  
it is tka t  the extra  s t ructure  in a few-IC's  analysis is not necessary 
in order to show the syntagmat ic  interrelations among the par ts  of a 
clause - or rather,  it is not necessary unless the g r a m m a r  is so 
defined as to make it necessary (for the specification of gram- 
matical  functions or for the application of strict subcategorisation 
rules, for instance). Nor is it sufficient, since the syntagmat ic  inter- 
relations are too specific and interdependent  in too complicated a 
manner  to be shown simply by the shape of a tree (or even a set of 
trees). On the other hand,  if the simpler, many- IC ' s  kind of analysis 
is adopted,  some means has to be found for showing these syntag-  
matic relations as an integral part of the description of the whole 
language. 

I t  is claimed in this paper tha t  if consti tuents are t reated as 
realising (by their presence, their class, or their sequence relations to 
n t h ~ r  e n n ~ f l t n p n t . A  r l ~ f l n o r t  c w c f ~ m l e  fo~÷l~rae  f h ~ n  the ~,~l~+;~.o 

among the const i tuents  are already implied by the relations 
among the features they realise; and since we can show directly any 
number  of interlocking relations among the systemic features of a 
clause, it follows tha t  we can show (albeit indirectly) any number  of 
interlocking interrelations among the constituents realising these 
features. Moreover, since the lat ter  relations are already implicit in 
the former, it is necessary in analysing a clause only to show the 
realisation fm:ction of each of its cons t i t uen t s -  it is redundant  to 
a t t empt  to show the syntagrnatie relations also, by a bracket ing of 
the constituents. Therefore it is possible to segment the clause in the 
way represented in (TI ') .  

Since this segmentat ion is clearly simpler than tha t  shown if, 
(TI) - (TI) has eight nodes and three layers of structure,  to (Tl ' ) ' s  
five nodes and one layer of structure - it is to be preferred unless 
(T1) can be shown to have powerful advantages  over (TI') m some 
other respect. Tha t  is, (T1) is preferable to (TI') only if it can be 
shown that  there are relations among the constituents which can be 
described formally in terms of (T l) but  not in terms of (TI ') .  Tha t  
this is the case is denied, and in fact it is suggested that  the converse 
holds. The discussion falls into six sections: 
1. The nature  of the relations among the consti tuents of a clause; 
2. The use of a few-IC 's  analysis to describe these relations; 
3. The definition of 'g rammat ica l  function ' ;  
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4. A fragment of a systemic description of the English clause; 
5. The definition of 'dependence' in view of 4, and the possible 

methods of showing the dependence of one constituent on 
another; 

6. The role of layering in a systemic grammar. 

1. T t t E  NATURE OF THE RELATIONS AMONG CLAUSE-CONSTITUENTS 

Syntagmatic relations, such as those among the constituents of a 
clause, are of two kinds: part :whole (or whole :part) and part:  
part. For instance, the relation of John to the whole clause, John has 
paid ten pounds/or his ticket, is a part:whole re!ation, while that  of 
John to (say) has paid is a part:part relation. The syntagluatic 
relations discussed in this section will be of the part:part kind; the 
discussion in the following sections will, however, suggest that these 
part:part relations derive from part:whole relations, and need not 
in fact be described separately if the latter are already adequately 
described. 

To return to clause (I), it is clear that the relations between some 
pairs of its IC's as shown in (TI') are in some way closer, more 
binding, than those between other pairs. For instance, the relation 
between has paid and/or his ticket is clearly closer than that between 
/or his ticket and John; one reason why the native speaker feels this 
is presumably that one could postulate rules governing the occur- 
rence of preposition-phrases such as/or his ticket without referring at 
all to the noun-phrase acting as subject of the verb: the only rele- 
vant factor is the class of the verb (and possibly also the presence or 
absence, and class if present, of a noun-phrase acting as object). 
Likewise, if we compare clause (1) with clause (2) below, it seems 
that the relation between/or his ticket and has paid is closer than 
that between since Christmas and has paid. 

(2) John has paid ten pounds since Christmas. 
Here it becomes rather difficult to decide quite how closely two 

constituents are related, when one thinks only in terms of rules 
governing the occurrence of one of the constituents relative to the 
other. For it is not simply tha t /o r  his ticket is related to has paid 
more closely than is since Christmas; it is rather that the two 
relations are of different kinds. On the one hand, lot his ticket, is 
related both lexically and gramma'~ically to has paid qua member of 
the paradigm of the verb pay: pay ' takes' a prepositional object as 
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well as a direct object, and, to be precise, the prepositional object 
must be a phrase introduced by /or. On the other hand,  since 
Christmas, is related grammatical ly  ra ther  than  logically to has paid, 
in tha t  since Christmas is grammatical ly  classifiable as a member  of 
a part icular  class of adverbials which semantically~ specify the 
beginning of a period of t ime including the time of the action, and 
grammatical ly  are compatible with a perfect tense (of which has pai,i 
is a representative) ; thus if we change has paid into pays or paid or is 
paying we m~st also remove since Christmas. That  is, has ]baid is 
related to /or his ticket by virtue of the feature realised by  the 
presence in it of pai(d) - not, say, of :;ai(d); on the other hand,  it is 
related to since Christmas by virtue of the feature tha t  is realised in 
it by the presence of has (pai)d - as opposed, say, to is (p,:~y)ing. 
That  clauses (1) and (2) are different on the level of g r a m m a r -  i.e. 
tha t  the difference is not merely a semantic one - is further shown 
by a comparison of clauses (3) and (4t below: 

(3) His ticket has been paid ;or. 
(4) *Christmas has been p a k  since. 

The grammat ica l i ty  of (3) and tl e ungrammat ica l i ty  ,of (4) must,  
and can, be accounted for in the grammar.  How this is to be done 
cannot  be described completely in this paper, but  the difference 
between (3) and (,4) is covered by the fragment of the grammar  
described in section 4 (cf. in part icular  the discussion relevant  to 
clauses (37) and (38)). 

Similarly, has paid, is related t~ Johr, and to ten pounds in differ- 
ent ways:  it  is related to both  John and ten pounds by virtue of the 
feature realised by pai(d) (as opposed, say, to compare(d)), but  only 
to John (not to ten pounds) by virtue o:! the feature realised by  has 

there a re obvious lexical restrictions (as opposed, say, to have). Thu~ ' 
on the noun-phrases occurring as subject or object with pay: pay 
(but not snow or occur) can have a noun such as John (an animate  
noun ?) as sub j ec t ; and  pay (but scarcely boiled or explored) can have 
as object a noun of the same lexical set as ten pound~. On the other 
hand, there are much more obviously grammatical  restrictions on 
the kind of noun which can be subject with the auxiliary has (as 
opposed to have): these are described in terms of concord of number.  
Finally,  the relation between has paid and ten pounds is of a special 
kind, in tha t  the presence in the former of pal(d), as opposed to, say, 
wonder(or), makes an object possible, whereas no object noun- 
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phrase at all is possible with wonder. This relation is quite different 
from any relation between lexical verbs and subject noun-phrases, 
since there are apparently no lexical verbs which cannot have any 
subject noun-phrase at all. The differeace between pay and wonder, 
as far as the possibility of an object occurring with tbem is con- 
cerned, is handled in a transformational-generative grammar by 
'strict subcategorisation rules', while all the other relations described 
above are handled by 'selectional rules' (Chomsky, 19,65:95 ff). 

Thus, when we ask whether the subject or the object is more 
closely related to the verb in English, we have to specify the kind of 
relation we are referring to: from the point of view of one relatio. 
the object will be more closely related to the verb, while from the 
point of view of another relation it will be the subject which is the 
more closely related. The same applies to many other constituents 
in the English clause: a given constituent will be found to be related 
in some way to several other constituents, and perhaps there are 
relatively few pairs which can be treated as being completely un- 
related. 

The discussion above deliberately begs the question of the analysis 
of has paid: it presupposes that has paid is a single constituent, 
rather than two parts (has.. d and pai-) of two larger constituents. 
The aim has been to explore the relations between has paid and 
other constituents of the clause, rather than, at this stage, to provide 
an analysis capable of showing these relations. It is true, however, 
that some of the relations described informally above could have 
been more simply described (intormally, again) in terms of the 
has.. d, pai- analysis: thus, instead of saying 'has paid is related to 
on several occasions by virtue of the feature realised in it b~ thc 
presence of has (pai)d - as opposed, say, to is (pay)ing', we could 
have said simply: 'Has. .d  (as opposed to, say, is. . ing) is related 
to on several occasions'. On the other hand, this would imply that 
we should also say, not 'John is related to has (as opposed to have)', 
but rather 'John is related to -s (as opposed to -re)'. The analysis 
presupposed by this paper is based on the assumption that it is 
possible to describe cooccurrence-restrictions as holding between 
classes of items (e.g. between singular noun-phrases and singular 
verb-phrases), rather than between the characteristics which mark 
items as member~ of these classes (in this case, between the absence 
of plural -s in noun-phrases and the presence of singular -s in 
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,orb-phrases); that  is, the syntagmatic relation is between the 
classes themselves, rather than between their realisations. This 
makes it possible to avoid the awkward discontinuity of has. .d  - 
provided, as seems to be the case, that  there are no relations which 
can be described in terms of has..d, pal- but not in terms of has 
paid. 

2. T H E  USE OF A F E W - I C ' s  ANALYSIS TO DESCRIBE THESE RELATIONS 

If we return to tree (T1) we can see how this reflects ~ braoketing 
of the constituents of the clause such that some are shown to be 
more closely related to each other than to others: for instance, ten 
pounds is shown as more closely related to pai- than is John, but is as 
clo,~ely related a s /o r  his ticket is. As was suggested above, such a 
bracketing might be defended on the grounds 1hat the class of the 
l*~xical verb (pai-, in this case) does not affect the subject as crucially 
as it does the 'direct object' and 'prepositional object ' :  it determines 
only the class of the former, but determines the very presence or 
absence, as well as the class if present, of thc latter. This follows the 
general rule suggested by Chomsky (1965:99)  that  selection 
restrictions whereby the presence of one constituent restricts the 
class of another constituent need not be between constituents 
immediately dominated by the same node; whe~-eas thfs is a neces- 
sary condition for the selection restrictions represent~ d by strict- 
subcategorisation rules. 

On the other hand there is no req~rrement that  such a strict- 
subcategorisation relation should hold between every pair of nodes 
immediately dominated by the same node. This being so, the 
subject could equally well be shown as immediately dominated by 
the same node as the direct object; their respective syntagmatic 
relations to the verb would still be shown only in the underlying 
rewrite-rules, rather th~'~n in the shape of the tree. 

Thus, the complexity of (T1), compared with (TI'), cannot be 
justified simply by the need to show selection relations among the 
parts of the clause: there ~;s no simple 1 : 1 correspondence between 
the relative closeness of two nodes in the tree and their relative 
syntagmatic interrelatedness. The latter is implicit in the under- 
lying rules, and does not need to be shown also by the shape of the 
tree. This applies not only to the relations of the subject and the 
direct object to the verb, but also to the relations of/or his ticket and 
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since Christmas to the verb, ~s described above - although a few-IC's 
tree (T2) gives, when contr." sted with (T l), a very clear reflection of 
these relations. 

(T2) j . ~ l ~ @  S *~..~_._.__~ 

Np f Predicate phrase 

VP ~ T i m e  

I [ v / \  I NIP ] 
John has. . .d pal- ten pounds since Christmas 

A second principle followed in Chomsky (1965), for deciding on 
the appropriate shape for constituency trees, is that it should be 
possible, ~ven  category labels for all nodes in the tree, to deduce the 
grammatical function of eazh constituent in the deep structure of a 
sentence on the basis of a ~et of generally applicable rules. One of 
these rules, for instance, specifies that a node which is labelled as a 
noun-phrase, and is immediately dominated by a node labelled S 
(for 'sentence'), will represent a constituent having the function 
'subject', while a noun-phrase immediately dominated by a verb- 
phrase will have the function 'object'. Provided these rules are such 
that they can be applied mechanically to any labelled tree, in order 
to discover the function of each constituent, it is redundant to 
indicate the function of any constituent directly, by means of a 
function-label attached to the node representing it (Chomsky, 1965: 
68 if). In order to make sure that the rules can be applied in this 
way, however, the trees must necessarily reflect a few-IC's type of 
analysis, since otherwise - that is, in a many-IC 's  type of tree such 
as (TI') - a noun-phrase immediately dominated by a sentence could 
be either a subject or an object 3). Thus, the complex shape of the 
tree in a few-IC's type of analysis serves not only to show some of 
the relations among a clause's constituents, but also to show 
(indirectly) the grammatical function of each constituent. This 

a) Of course, if order in the deep structure was taken into consideration, it 
would be possible to use a many-IC's  analysis and to define the subject and 
object as the noun-phrases dominated by S and respectively preceding and 
following the verb-phrase. There would thus be no reason for preferring a 
few-IC's analysis to a many-IC's  one, as far as the need to show grammatical  
functions was coucerned. 
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suggests tha t  a const i tuent 's  ~elations to other  consti tuents in the 
same clause is closely linked t,) its function, since either one or the 
other can be deduced from a single tree; this is also the view put  
forward in this paper, except ~hat it will be argued below tha t  a 
consti tuent 's  function should be allowed to define, indirectly, its 
relations to other constituents,  ra ther  than  the other way round. 

3. THE DEFINITXO.~ OF 'GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION' 

There are two methods of specifying the grammat ica l  function of 
a consti tuent : either it can be deduced from the consti tuent 's  class 
and its place in the tree, as explained above;  or it can be specified 
directly by means of a function label. The former method is ap- 
propriate only to a few-IC's  analysis, for the reasons given, so tha t  
the lat ter  is necessary only in a many- IC ' s  analysis. The two models 
mentioned in connection with the m a n y - I C ' s  approach - the 
tagmemic model and the systemic, or 'Scale and Category'  m o d e l -  
both allow one, indeed compel one, to specify the function of any 
constituent directly (as thn 'slot' in which the constituent is the 
'filler', or as the 'element of 3tructure'  at  which the constituent is 
'operating').  The reasons for thi~ are:  

(i) A m a n y - I C ' s  analysis does not give enough information in the 
shape of the tree to identify each function unambiguously;  

(ii) These models provide for any sei~tence only one tree, which 
reflects directly the sequence of the sentence's consti tuents;  iI 
only class-labels were assigned to trees, then clauses (1) and (2) 
would have identical trees, whereas (5) below would be 
different from (6), and it would be very complicated to 
formulate a rule to show tha t  the function of a nicer girl in 
both (5) amt (6) was the same: 

(1) John  ha.'; paid ten pounds for his ticket. 

(T1 ') Clause 

Noun-phrase Verb- ~hrase Noun-phrase 

John has paid ten pounds 

Preposition- 
phrase 

t 
/or his ticket 
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(2) John has paid ten pounds since Christmas. 

Clause ~ 

(T2') ~ ~ --Preposition 
Nouu-phrase Verb-pl~rase Noun-phrase 

phrase 

i I t z 
John has ~aid ten pounds since Christmas 

(5) I can't imagine a nicer girl. 
Clause 

Noun-phrase Verb-phrase 

I I 
I can't imagine 

Noun-phrase 

I 
A nicer girl 

(6) A nicer girl I can't imagine. 

T6') 1___-- Clause.... 

Noun-phrase Noun-phrase "Verb-phrase 

I 1 f 
A nicer girl I can't imagine 

(iii) It is not necessary for a given function to be available only for 
one class of items, nor for a given class in a particular environ- 
ment to always have the same function; thus, on the one hand 
for instance the function 'object' is available for either noun- 
phrases or reported clauses (as in (7) and (8) respectively), 
while on the other hand a noun-phrase immediately following 
the verb can have the function 'object' or the function 'time 
adverbial' (as in (5) and (9)): 

(7) He regretted his mistake. (5) I can't imagine a nicergirl. 
(8) He regretted that he had come late. (9) I can't think this morning. 

For all these reasons, it is necessary to add function-labels to all 
the many-IC trees, (TI'), (T2'), (T5') and (T6') ; but in view of the 
third reason, it is also necessary to keep the category-labels as well. 
A useful notational convention for combining function- and 
category-labels is that used for representing tagmemes: the function- 
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label is written before the category-label, and the two are separated 
by a colon. Thus (1"1') augmented by function-labels is: 

(TI ") C]ause4 

S" Noun - ~ f  P: Verb- O" Nc,un- Anue: Preposition- 
phrase phrase 

John /or his dcke.t 

phrase phn,se 

l 
has paid ten f, ~ unds 

(S stands for 'Subject ':  P for 'Predicator'; O for 'Object', A hue for 
'Nuclear Adjunct '  - for which see below ) On the other hand, the 
augmented ~ree for (2) would be: 

Clause (T 2") ~ / \ ~  

S : Noun- P : Verb- O: Noun- Atime: Preposition- 
phrase phrase phr~ Lse phrase 

I I 
John has paid ten ~ounds /oy his ticket 

(A t ime stands for 'Time Adjunct'). 
Whereas the original trees (TI') and IT2') were identical, their 

augmented equivalents, with function-labels attached, are distinct: 
/or his ticket is shown as having the, f inction 'Nuclear Adjunct' ,  
whereas since Christmas is shown as hv.ving the function 'Time 
Adjunct'. However, although (1) and (2'i are now shown as being 
different, there is notl:ing yet to show tha~: the difference i,; the kind 
of difference shown by the few-IC's tre, s (T l) and (T2); that is, 
there is nothing to show that A nue and A l tree represent constituents 
related respectively relatively closely ancL relatively loosely to the 
lexical verb, and that a Time Adjunct is more directly related to the 
verb's tense than a Nuclear Adjunct is. Clearly it is necessary to 

4) W h e t h e r  or  no t  the  c lause  as a whole  has  a func t ion  (in a sel t tence w i th  
which  i t  is co t e rminous )  is a ques t ion  which  is b¢yond  the  scope  of th is  paper .  
T h e  genera l  rule, if the  a r g u m e n t s  in this  sectio~ are  sound,  is that. a f unc t ion  
p r e supposes  a pa r t :whole  re la t ionsh ip ,  and  ther~fore  the  clause ~:an h a v e  a 
func t ion  o n l y  if i t  en te r s  in to  such  a relationshii~. 
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find some way of showing these facts if the description is to be at all 

adequate. 
One way would be to include the last par t  of the previous sen- 

tence but  one, from 'A nus and A time r e p r e s e n t . . . '  to ' . . . t h a n  a 
Nuclear Adjunct  ,-'~', in the body of the description. This solution is 
quite inadequate,  however, since it  is impossible to a t tach  any  
precise meaning to the terms 'more directly (or " ind i rec t ly"  or 
"closely" or "loosely") related to' .  Such s ta tements  can hardly have 
a central place in a grammar which aiins to be explicit. In fact, i t  is 
difficult even to say precisely what  we mean if ~e  say tha t  John 
has one function - Subject - in (10). and a different one - Obiect - 

in (11)" 
(10) John  came to supper last  night. 
(11) I saw John  yesterday.  

This raises the question of the definition of grammat ica l  functions. 
Grammatical  functions can be defined in one of two ways: with 

reference to a part :part  relation, or with reference to a part :whole 
relation (see Section 1 above). Thus we can say either tha t  in (10) 
John is subiect of the verb-phrase (or of the Predicate-phrase if the 
analysis is a few-IC's one), while in (11) John is object of the verb- 
phrase (but not of the clause, or of the Predicate-phrase as the case 
may  be); or tha t  in (10) John is subject of the clause, while in (11) 
John is object of the clause (or the Predicate-phrase).  To say tha t  
John is the subject of the verb-phrase is to give John a par t :par t  
function, since both John and the verb-phrase are IC's of the same 
i tem; whereas to say that  John is the subject of the clause is to give 
John a part:whole function, since John is an ]C of the clause. 

Having distinguished these two conceptions of grammatical  
function, we must ask whether  one is more helpful, or even ' t ruer ' ,  
than  the other.  Chorasky (1964) points out tt~e dist inction outl ined 
above, wi thout  giving any  preference for one or the other, but  in 
Chomsky (1965)he  treats functions consistently as part :whole 
relations. His reason seems to be tha t  the function of a const i tuent  
can be most simply ,defined, in terms of a few-IC's  model, with 
reference only to its own class and to the clas:~ of the i tem of which 
it is itself an IC: that  is, it can be defined wi thout  reference to the 
other IC's of the same item. This seems the co rrect answer; another  
argument  in favour of it is tha t  one can assign a funct ion to an i tem 
which is the only IC of another  i tem; for instance, we can assign to 
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the verb-phrase run th~ same function, qua IC of a clause, in (12) as 
in (13)' 

(12) Run l 
(13) Run to the next tree! 

If the function of a const i tuent  indicated only its relation to other  
IC's of the same item, it would be meaningless to give the verb- 
phrase run in (12) any function at  all. 

We shall assume then tha t  the grammatical  function of a con- 
s t i tuent  is a relation between it  and the i tem of which it is an IC; 
this use of the term ' function'  is consistent with tha t  of Haas 
(1956 • 125). Wha t  kind of relat ion can this be ? 

One suggestion is tha t  it is a sequence relat ion;  tha t  is, an i tem's  
function is tha t  of being initial, medial or final in its consti tute 
(Juilland, 1961 • 24). This is certainly inadequate  as a definition of 
grammatical  function, since we wish to show a nicer gizl as having 
the same function in clauses (5) and (6) above. 

P,nother commonly suggested kind of part :whole relation is tha t  
which determines whether an IC is optional  or obligatory;  an 
obligatory IC is one which cannot  be deleted ~adthout the const i tute  
becoming ungrammatical ,  whereas an optional  one can be either 
present or absent,  wi thout  affecting the grammat ica l i ty  of the 
constitute.  However, it is impor tant ,  in ta lking of 'optional '  and 
'obl,igatory' elements, to dist inguish between endocentric and 
exocentric constructions" an opt ional  element in a t ru ly  endocentric 
construction can be either present or absent wi thout  affecting either 
the grammat ica l i ty  or the class (at lea~t as far as most of the least 
delicate classifications are concerned) of the constitute; whereas an 
optional  element in an exocentric construct ion can be deleted with- 
out making the consti tute ungrammatical, but  il:s presence or 
absence may  affect the class of the constitute.  For instance, both 
very and the are optional  in the noun-phrases very poor and the poor, 
but  whereas very poor belon~;s to the same classes (at least to the 
same pr imary  classes) as poor, the poor does not :  the poor is sub- 
s tant iv 'd,  whereas poor is adjectival.  (One obvious formal gram- 
mat:ical difference between adjectival  and substant ival  noun- 
phrases is t ha t  the lat ter  can, but  the former cannot,  have the 
function Subject.) 

The same kind of thing can be said about  the order (sequence) 
of elements:  in some cases two or more different orders of elements 
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are possible, while in others only one is possible, all other orders 
being ungrammatical. For instance, within the noun-phrase the 
article. (if present) must precede the head, so that  *poor the or *man 
the arc not grammatical; whereas within the clause, the subject can 
eittmr precede the whole of the verb-phrase, or folk,w the finite 
word in the verb-phrase, as in (14) and (15) below. 

(14) John can do it for us. 
(15) Can John do it for us ? 

The difference in order between (14) and (15) does not reflect a 
difference in the grammaticality of the clauses, but it does reflect 
a difference in their cla.,.ses, (14) being declar:~tive, (15) interroga- 
tive. Similarly, both cl~tuse (5) and clause (6) above are gram- 
matical, but they belor,g to different classe% having 'unmarked 
theme' and 'marked theme' respectively. 

Likewise, the class of an IC can determine whether or not the 
constitute is grammatical, or, if it is grammatical,  what ciass(es) 
it belongs to. For instance a change in the number-class of a noun- 
phrase functioning as subject can change a grammatical  clause into 
an ungrammatic~.! ~nc, as in (16) and (17): 

(16) My friends usually met at the Britannia. 
(17) *My friend usually met at the Britannia. 

On the other hand, changing a no~,-WH noun-phrase functioning as 
subject into a WH noun-phrase changes t~e class of the whole 
clause from declarative to interrogative: 

(18) The children did it. 
(19) Which children did it ? 

To return to the question of the definition of grammatical 
functions, it was suggested above that a constituent 's function was 
its function in the constitute, but no preciser definition was at- 
tempted. We are now in a position to suggest a further definition: 
a constituent's function is to mark the constitute (more precisely, 
the item of which the constituent is an IC) as belonging to a certain 
class or classes; this it does (i) simply by virtue of its presence in the 
constitute, (ii) by virtue of its sequence relative to other IC's of the 
same constitute, 0ii) by virtue of the class to which it belongs, or (iv) 
by a combination of these. That is, a constituent 's function is a 
realisational, or marking, function. 

This suggests ~:hat we can assign functions adequately to IC's of 
English clauses only to the extent that we have an adequate 
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classification of clauses; unti l  we have a fully adequate chssif i-  
cation, we shall inevi tably find ourselves making ad hoc decis:~ons 
about  the definitions of functions, and these definitions will tend to 
reflect the classification of the IC's themselves ra ther  than  tha t  of 
the clal',ses containing them - for instance, we shaw define 'Adjunct '  
pr imari ly as the function of certain classes of phrases (and de- 
pendent  clauses). However, it  is significant tha t  one of the functions 
about which there is the least doubt,  as far as the systemic descriptions 
of English are concerned, is the subject: this has been defined with 
reference to the dist inction between declarative and interrolgative 
clauses, such tha t  its sequence relative to the verb-phrase reflects 
the class to which the clause as a whole belongs. This is a definition 
of function fully in accordance with the suggestion made ~bove. 

Having defined the functions of IC's relative to the properties 
which they  realise - i.e. relative to the class of which they show their  
const i tute  to be a member - we can now turn  to a small sample of 
the systemic features which English clauses can have, in order to 
sc.e how the interrelations of these features in the system-network 
imply certain interrelations among the IC's of clauses. 

4 A F R A G M E N T  OF A SYSTEMIC D E S C R I P T I O N  OF T H E  E N G L I S H  CLAUSE 

What  follows is a simplified account of a few small parts  of a 
d~;scription of the English clause. For the purposes of this i l lustrative 
fragment,  the clause's syntagmat ic  environment  is disregarded, 
though in any particular syntagm.~tic environment  not all the 
possibilities described here will be open to a clause. Thus we can 
assume tha t  every clause described here consti tutes a simple 
sentence (except for those in (24)-(26)). 

Let us consider again clause (1): 
(l) John  has paid ten pounds for his ticket.  

This clause is indicative, which means tha t  it is not imperative 5); 
it  is thus the same in this respect as (20), but  different from (21)- 
(22): 

(20) W ha t  did you do ? 

5) Clauses which are neither indicative nor imperative - exclamations. 
answers to questions, etc. - are ignored here for the sake of simplicity. 
Moreover, since we are concentrating here on clauses constituting simple 
sentences, we shall ignore all dependent clauses. 
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(21) Be quick ! 
(22) You do it! 
(23) John do it i 

Saying that clause (1) is indicative means that it belongs to the 
class of clauses named 'indicative'; this can be expressed in another 
way, by saying that (l) has the systemic feature ' indicative' - 
the  feature shared by all clauses belonging to the class 'indicative'. 
This class is set up in order to show clauses of different structures 
as being semantically similar in at least this respect (Halliday, 1965: 
62 f). On the other hand, it is necessary to specify the characteristics 
internal to any indicative clause which mark it as being indicative, 
not imperative; in other words, it is necessary to specify the 
realisation or realisations of the feature 'indicative'. 

The realisations of these features are as follows: Imperative 
clauses contain a non-finite verb-phrase (the infinitive without to), 
and in many cases they have no subject (as in (21)), though a 
subject is possible (as in (22) and (23); (22) is in fact ambiguous as 
between itaperative and indicative). Indicative clauses contain a 
finite verb-phrase, and a subject, either of which can be either overt 
or covert (~Ls in (24)-(26) below). 

(24) John arrived at nine and left at ten. 
(25) John will arrive at nine and Bill at ten. 
(26) John will arrive at nine and leave at ten. 

As these deteils of the realisations of the features ' indicative' and 
'imperative' suggest, we can allow the realisation relations to be of 
any degree of complexity in order to keep the classes thus dis- 
tinguished semantically homogeneous; the realisations given above 
almost certainly need supplementing, and a complete list of the 
realisations of 'indicative' and 'imperative' would be extremely 
complicated. From this relatively simple description we can also 
see, however, how the IC's of a clause fulfill their role as realisations 
of the clause's features: for instance, part of the definition of the 
preclicator is that it is the IC which, by its class, marks a clause as 
indicative, as opposed to imperative, while the subject is that IC 
whose absence marks a clause as imperative. Many of the other 
features to be discussed below have similarly complex realisations, 
but in this paper there is no space to specify these in detail. 

To return to clause (1), it is declarative, as opposed to interroga- 
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tive; this means that (1) is in this respect like (27)-(29) below, but 
not like (30) and (31): 

(27) A thin haze hung over the woods. 
(28) Over the woods htulg a thin haze. 
(29) Only in the evenings does the haze haag over the woods. 
(30) Did you say something ? 
(31) What did you say ? 

A clause can, however, be either declarative or interrogative only 
if it is also indicat:ve. In set-theoretical terms, 'declarative' and 
'interrogative' are the names of two mutually exclusive subsets of 
the set of indicative clauses, which together exhaust this set; in 
terms of system.,; and features, the system representing the choice 
between the features 'declarative' and 'interrogative' presuppose,; 
the selection of th~ feature 'indicative' from the system whose, 
terms are ' indicatiw; and 'imperative'. This situation can be repre- 
sented in the following way: 

to, ~ clause ~ Findicat ive --~Fdeclarative 
~o, J / Linterr°gative 

Limperat ive 

From what has just been said it follows that the feature 'declarative' 
depends ,.,n the feature 'indicative'. 

The 'mood' systems outlined above are not the only systems 
relevant to clause (1). Another dimension on which it can be clas- 
sifted can be referred to as ' transitivity' ,  though it will be seen to 
include more than the distinction between the presence and absence 
of a direct object.e) 

As far as its ' transitivity'  is concerned, clause (1) has the feature 
'directed-action', which it shares with (32) and (33) but not with (34) : 

(32) John will pay. 
(33) The money was paid by John. 
(34) John is sleeping. 

Moreover, the goal of the directed action is explicitly specified in 
(1), and also in (33), whereas in (32) the goal is not thus specified; 

0) The analysis presented he~'e represents an adaptat ion o~ a more com- 
prehensive analysis worked out  by  Professor Halliday, with the addition of 
one system, tha t  of 'circumscription of the action'. The feature named 
'directed action' here correspond~ to the intersection of his 'operative'  and 
'effective', and 'specified-goat' to his 'goal-transitive'. (See Hall iday (1967)). 
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i.e. (1) and (33) have the feature 'sDedfied-goal', while (32) has the 
feature 'unspecified-goal'. These two properties depend on the 
feature 'directed-action': 

($2) clause -+ I-directed-action ~['specified-goal 
/ [.unspecified-goal 
L.undirected-action 

Clause (1) differs from (33) in that  (1) is active while (33) is passive; 
temporarily, we can represent this system in an expanded version 
of (S2): 

($3) clause --~[directed-action ~ I-specified-goal ~ r a c t i v e  

/ [ LP assive 
[_unspecified-goal 

[undirected-action 

Clause /1 ~,), however, contams not only a 'direct object' - ten 
pounds - but also a 'prepositional object' - [or his ticket. A tentative 
suggestion for treating prepositional objects is to consider them as 
realising a feature to which we can give the name 'circumscribed- 
activity'; thus clause (1) would have this feature, as would also (35) 
and (36) be! 0w: 

(35) John has paid for Iris ticket. 
(36) We're waiting for John. 

One characteristic of clauses such as (35) and (36) is that they 
have a corresponding passive form (cf. Chomsky, 1965: 105 f) : 

(37) His ticket has been paid for. 
(38) John is being waited for. 

However, there is also another set of clauses in which the verb is 
followed by a preposition-phrase which share this characteristic; 
these are certain clauses containing preposition-phrases indicating 
the place 
and (44): 

(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 

or direction of the action, as in (39) and (40), but not (43) 

Someone has sat on this chair. 
Someone has eaten from this plate. 
This chair has been sat on. 
This plate has been eaten from. 
John sings in his bath. 
John waited until closing-time. 
*His bath is sung in. 
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(46) *Closing-time was waited until. 
It is suggested that all these clauses, (1) and (35)-(42), share the 

feature 'circumscribed-activity', which is realised by the presence 
in them of a constituent whose function is labelled 'Nuclear Adjunct'. 
The clauses (35)-(42) have this feature, ,'rod are also either active or 
passive, the subject of the passive clauses being the items which in 
the active clauses are object of the preposition. Of course, if the 
preposition-phrase was removed from the active cla~uses, there 
would be no corresponding passive. The situation is thu.,; as follows: 

($4) clause ~ I-circumscribed-activity ~Factive 
! I_passive 
L.uncircumscribed-activity 

It follows that a simplification of the gTammar could be achieved 
by combining ($3) and ($4), thus: 

tss~ r . . d l - _  -','*~d-ac*ion 
Ldlrected-actlon 

clause 
~['unspecified-goal F active 

[ specified-goal-~..+ l_passive 

Vcircumscribed-action. 
~ . , • 

[.unclrcumscnbed-actmn 

($5) should be interpreted as follows: a clause ha~ either tk~e feature 
'directed-action' or the feature 'undirected-action'; it also has 
either the feature 'circumscribed-action' or the feature 'uncircum- 
scribed-action'; if it has the feature 'directed-action', then it must 
have either the feature 'specified-goal' or the feature 'unspecified- 
goal'; if it has either of the features 'specifiecl-goal' or 'circum- 
scribed-action', it must have one of the two features 'active' and 
'pa~ive'. There are tell possible combinatic, ns of these features, 
exemplified in (47)-(56) below: 

(47) John eats porridge from this plate. 
(directed-action, specified-goal, active; circumscribed- 
action) 

(48) John eats porridge. 
(directed-action, sF~ecified-goal, active; uncircumscribed- 
action) 

(49) Porridge ~s eaten from this plate. 
(directed-action, specified-goal~ passive; circumscribed- 
action) 
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(50) Porridge is eaten. 
(directed-action, specified-goal, passive; uncircumscribed- 
action) 

(51) John eats from this plate. 
(directed-action, unspecified-goal; circumscribed-action, 
active) 

(52) This plate is eate~l from. 
(directed-action, unspecified-goal; circumscribed-action, 
passive) 

(53) John eats. 
(directed-action, unspecified-goal; uncircumscribed-ac- 
tion) 

(54) John sleeps in thi~ bed. 
(undirected-action; circumscribed-action, active) 

(55) This bed is slept in. 
/nnrtlr~r~.rl-~e÷ir~,~" ,-; . . . . . . .  ak~.4 _^ . . ' ^ -  p~tnsxve/ 

(56) John sleeps. 
(undirected-action; uncircumscribed-action) 

On the basis of the above examples, we can say that the subject of 
a p:~sive circumscribed-action clause corresponds to the object of 
the preposition in the active clause, while the subject of a passive 
specified-goal clause corresponds to the direct object of the active 
clause. Thus we would show the relation between, say, (35) and (37) 
as being the same, as far as the differences in features are concerned, 
as that between (57) and (58) below, although the structural 
relations are not the sam~: 

(57) We chose John. 
(58) John was chosen. 

Moreover, where a clause has both the feature 'specified-goal' and 
the feature 'circumscribed-action', it obeys the realisation-rules in 
the passive for clauses having only the former feature; this rule thus 
excludes (59) and (60):7) 

~) The only exception to this rule, which is not  covered here,  is provided 
by  those clauses whose direct object  and verb are par t icular ly  closely con- 
nected lexically, and which must  also contain a preposit ion-phrase whose 
preposition is selected by  the verb  and direct-object  together;  such clauses 
have two possible forms in the passive: 

We made use of thermometers.  We took advan tage  of the weather. 
Use was made  of thermometers.  Advantage  was taken  of the  weather.  
Thermometers  were made use of. Tim weather  was t aken  advantage  of. 
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(59) *His ticket has beeT: paid too much for. 
(60) *This plate has been eaten ponidge from. 

It can be seeh from the above discussion that  the feature ('circum- 
scribed-action') realis-d in ,t)) b y / o r  his ticket is integrated into the 
' t raasit ivity '  s 3 stems of the clause, in the sense that  the features 
'acLve' and 'paqstve' depend on it (as well as on 'specified-goal'). 
We can contrast ,~ his situation with that of since Christmas in clause 
(2): whatever f,.:ature is realised by since Christmas, we can be sure 
that it will have nothing to do with transitivity. On the other hand, 
as; ~'e noted earlier (in Section 1), it is connected in some way ~ t h  
tens.e; and to be precise, the feature ('beginning of period specified') 
realised by since Christmas depends on the feature 'perfect tense'. 
Since the former must be a feature of the clause as a whole, so must 
the latter. This would therefore allow (61) as well as (2) - i.e. (the 
feature reaiised by) the presence of since Christmas is optional; and 
it would exclude (62), in that  the feature ('beginning of period 
specified') presupposes the feature 'perfect'. 

(61) John has paid ten pounds. 
(62) *John paid ten pounds since Christmas. 

All the above suggestions about the features one can assign to 
clauses, and a~out the interrelations of these features, can. be 
brought together in a single display, in which, again, { is placed on 
the left of two systems which apply simultaneously: 

($6) Findicative ~[ 'declarat ive 
Lmterrogative 

I_imperative 

Clause, 

I-undirected-action 
~ [  directed-action ~['unspecified-goal 

[specified-goal, 

['circumscribed-action. 
[.unclrcumscnbed-actlon 

• i-active 

.l~ Lpassive 

E 
perfect 

non-perfect 

-->['beginning of period specified 
[_beginning of period unspecified 
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5. THE DEFINITION OF SYNTAGMATIC DEPENDENCE 

To return to the discussion in Section 1 above, we want in some 
way to show the relative degrees of intc~elatedness among the 
constituents of clauses, of tile kind outlined in that  section. Two 
problems arise in doing this: 
(i) How to establish precisely what the interrelations among the 

constituents are; 
(if) How to describe them in an explicit, formal grammar.  
The aim of this paper is to suggest that  both these problems are 
mo~t easily solvable in terms of a grammar of the kind illustrated in 
Section 4 - a systemic grammar,  assigning many-IC 's  trees to 
clauses. 

I t  seems that all the syntagmatic relations described informally 
in Section 1 can be given a more rigorous basis in terms of the de- 
scription of the clause in Section 4 (or of an extension of this de- 
scription along the same iines). For instance, it was said in Section 
1 that ]or his ticket in clause (1) and since Christmas in clause (2) are 
related to has paid in different ways. This is confirmed when we 
look at ($6) and the preceding discussion, since ]or his ticket real- 
ises a feature which is involved in the transit ivity system-network, 
whereas since Christmas realises a feature completely unrelated 
to transitivity, but related to tense. It was also suggested that  
]or his ticket might be more closely related to has paid than since 
Christmas is; it was found difficult, however, to substantiate this 
or to explain quite what it meant, since both preposition-phrases 
were related to the verb-phrase in one way or another. However, 
if we rephrase this claim, and .,ay t h a t / o r  his ~icket is a relatively 
'integral' part  of the clause, while since Christmas is a relatively 
'peripheral' one, we can again justify this with reference to ($6): 
the feature realised by/or  his ticket is integrated ~ t h  other systems 
in a way that the feature realiseci by since Christmas is not. 
We can thus give a precise meaning to the difference between the 
function-labels A nuc and A time in (Tl') and (T2'). 

Similarly, all the other syntagmatic interdependences described in 
Section 1 can be interpreted in terms of a grammar  such as that  in 
Section 4 (to the extent, that  is, that these interdependences are 
statable in grammatical, rather than lexical, terms) ; e.g., the relation 
between the lexical verb and the object can be describe:l as being a 
consequence of a complex realisation of a clause feature. That  is, 
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there is ;t feature (or rather, there are features) of the c!ause which 
are realised both by the presence (or absence, as the case may be) of 
an object, and by the class of the verb; and similarly, it should be 
possible to isolate further features of the clause which are re~dised 
both by the class of the verb-phrase and by the class~ of the noun- 
phrase functioni,.,g a~,  bject. Concord is especially easy to handle in 
this way, since it involves clearly delimited grammatical classes; 
thus, to simplify, clauses could be classified as either singular or 
plural, the feature 'singular' being realised both by the class 
(singular) of the noun-phrase functioning as subject, and by the 
class (singular) of the verb-phrase. Note that  another difficulty is 
avoided by this approach - that  of d,:ciding which of the two terms 
of a concord-relation determines t he class of the other. 

Thus, any syntagmatic relation between two constituents of a 
clause is a consequence of their functions as realisations of the 
c!ause's features: both the cunstituents may  together realise a 
single feature, by virtue of their sequence relative to each other, or 
by virtue of their respective classes; or one constituent may realise a 
feature which is in some way related in the system-network to a 
feature realised by the other constituent. The nature of the syntag- 
rnatic relations among constituents can thus be established by 
working out the features which they realise, together or individually, 
and then discovering how these features are related in tbe system- 
network. 

As for the problem of how t~ represent these syntagmatic 
relations, it no longer exists as a p~oblem for a systemic grammar, 
once the system-network has been described: a constituent is 
a.ssigned a function-Iabel which specifies the feature (or features) 
towards whose realisation it is contributing; and the relation of this 
feature (or these features) to other features in the system-network 
automatically tells us the relation of this constituent to any other 
Constituents in the s,~me clause. 

When we consider the possibility of indicating these syntagmatic 
relations by means of a few-IC's tree in which category-labels are 
attached to nodes but function-labels are to be derived from these, 
the difficulties seem much greater. The main difficulty is that  a tree 
can only show a single bracketing of the constituents: it cannot 
show two overlapping bracketings. In fact, no at tempt is made in 
Chomsky (1965) to reflect ~:lection relations in the shape of the tree: 
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thus the subject noun-phrase can act as the environment for the 
verb-phrase in the same way as the object noun-phrase can, though 
the lat ter  is much more directly related to the verb-phrase than the 
former is, as far as their positions in the tree are concerned. Only 
one kind of dependence relation must, by definition, be reflected by 
the two terms of the relation both being immediately dominated by 
the same node: this is the kind of relation dealt with in strict 
subcategorisation rules. This being so, the only advantage of 
having a few-IC's tree-structure, for a g rammar  of the type ex- 
emplified in Chomsky (1965), is that  it allows the functions of 
constituents to be deduced from their place in the tree (as described 
above in Section 2). This is a doubtful advantage if it compels one, 
as it seems to, not only to add otherwise unnecessary structure to 
trees, but also to generate two trees, one of which can be generated 
so ;~ to show * . . . .  " ' - - -  " ' ,m,cuo,ts unambiguously, while the other can reflect 
the actual sequence of the elements in the clause (see the discussion 
in Section 3 above). 

6. T H E  ROLE OF LAYERING IN A SYSTEMIC GRAMMAR 

Finally, we must briefly consider one objection which could well 
be raised against the approach suggested here: if we can show 
syntagmatic relations be~wect, IC's of the clause in terms of the 
systemic relations among the features of the clause, is there any 
need for any layering at all between the clause and the formatives, 
morphemes, or whatever the ultimate constituents are ? To suggest 
that there is in fact no need for such layering would clearly be to 

• undo much of the progress of the last decades in linguistics, in 
which it has been insisted that it is easier to describe clauses as 
consisting of phrases than to describe them as consisting of words. 

One reason for not adopting this approach, and having a single 
layer of structure for the whole sentence, is that  one would thereby 
miss many useful generalisations whose inclusion in the grammar  
would simplify it considerably. For instance, if one suggested that  
~he was an IC of clause (63): 

(£3) The wind was blowing hard 
then one would have to show iit as in some way dependent on wind, 
by a, signing to the clause a feature such as 'definite-subject', which 
would depend on a feature 'common-subject', which would in turn 
depend on any feature (say, 'indicative') which was realised by the 
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presence of a subject in the clause. This could be represented as in 
(ST): 

($7) indicative ~ Fcommon-subjec t  ~.r-definite-subject 
Lindefinite-subj ect 1 

[_proper-subject 

On the other hand, an exact ly parallel network would be needed for 
every feature which could be realised by the presence of a com- 
bination of the-plus-houri; for instance, any  feature realised by the 
presence of an object would have depending on it the two featuxes 
'common-object '  and 'proper-object ' ,  the first of which would again 
have 'definite-object '  and ' indefinite-object '  depending en it. This 
being so, it is much simpler to t reat  the wind as an IC of clause (63), a 
noun-phrase,  and to treat  'common'  and 'definite'  as features of this 
noun-phrase;  thus it would have the same features whatever its 
function in the clause, and (more or less) the same system-network 
would apply  to any noun-phrase with any function. 

Moreover, it is not just  tha t  such a description would be simpler 
than one in which the was an IC of the clause : it would also avoiO the 
difficulties which would otherwise arise in handling embedding 
recursion. If we set up noun-phrases~ then we can say that  a noun- 
phrase may  contain a noun-phrase within it (as for instance the man 
in the brown jacket contains the brown jacket), and each of them 
selects features from the same systems; in this case the grammar  
would contain a single system-net~,~rk, from which the features of 
any  number  of such phrases could be selected. On the other hand,  
if we did not  set up noun-phrases as intermediate  constituents,  we 
would need either an indefinite number  of system-networks,  or some 
mechanism for making a single system-network recursive. At the 
same time, having intermediate  consti tuents would still not solve 
the problem of handling linear recursion (e.g. coordination), ,since 
this requires a system contrast~ing an indefinite number of features, 
each realised by the presence of a different number  of elements in 
the coordinated structure. 

Thus one advantage of having intermediate  consti tuents between 
the clause and the morpheme is tha t  the resulting description will be 
simpler, since some s ta tements  in it will be more general, than  
would be the case if the description had no such intermediate  
consti tuents.  Linguists have always recognised this in practice, and 
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everyone would presumably agree that  it is not only desirable but 
essential to be able to talk about noun-phrases in describing English 
grammar, even though it is also essential to refer to larger items in 
describing how noun-phrases are used. On the other hand, implicit 
in the systemic model is a claim that  only a limited number of such 
intermediate constituents - phrases and words, in the case of 
English - are needed for the description of a language's grammar.  
For instance, there is no need for a constituent called the 'Predicate- 
phrase' between the clause and t h e  noun-phrase and verb-phrase, 
since all the features of such a Predicate-phrase could equally well 
be described as features of the whole clause. Thus, the description 
becomes less ~irr,~ple either if there are fewer intermediate con- 
stituents than in the many-IC 's  analysis described in this paper, 
or if there are mcre intermediate constituents, as in the case of a 
few-IC's analysis. 

University College, London 
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